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[Piano music begins and performer sings the following lyrics.]

I've got a friend who's big and round
Oh, so jolly, gee whiz
Lend me your ear and you will hear
Just who this fellow is
He's punky pumpkin, happy pumpkin
Happy all the day
And his great big smile will scare your cares away
Punky pumpkin, happy pumpkin
Never wears a frown
You can see that he's cut out to be a clown
The candlelight inside him makes
His eyes light up in glee
They shine right through the window at you
For a happy, happy Halloween
Punky pumpkin, a happy pumpkin
And do you know why?
Cause he's a jack-o-lantern
Instead of being a pumpkin pie
Cause he's a jack-o-lantern
Instead of being a pumpkin pie

[transcript ends]